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Documentary Film on Progressive Islam in Indonesia and its Impact on Muslim
Women
Norhayati Binti Kaprawi
Introduction
  
        
country, I have noticed that the increasing conservatism
that sees the adoption of more restricted and rigid
       hadith and legal
             
  
shariah, has detrimental impacts, including exclusion
and discrimination, on both non-Muslims and the
           
visits to Indonesia, and engagement with a few
Muslim scholars and activists there, I found that
Indonesia is home to thriving religious intellectual
discourse as well as progressive and pluralistic
     !      "  
by the richness and openness of religious dialogue
by and between male and female religious scholars
and public intellectuals. Community and social
issues were openly and widely debated from within
         
that affects a particular segment of the community,
for example women, was seen not only as an issue
  #
      
alone, but that needed to be addressed by the wider
community, including both men and women.
This was made evident during efforts to challenge
a proposed Bill against Pornography and Porno               
in any manner deemed indecent. This included
women showing their navels or shoulders, or being
seen performing dances that could incite sexual
arousal. In these efforts, Muslim and non-Muslim
scholars, arts practitioners, activists and ethnic
           
in hand in rejecting the bill for violating personal
freedom and because it was felt it could have
adverse impacts on the many traditions and cultural
      $ %  #
the uniqueness of Indonesia, where traditional Muslim
 & '( )'(*
  
+     & 
(NGO) in the country and a traditional independent
Sunni group with about 30 million followers,
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        #  
its former leader and also the former Indonesian
    2   4   
 
a more progressive understanding of Islam and
defending an “Indonesian Islam” that is more tolerant
to diversity and friendlier to women.
The creative, vibrant and progressive Islamic discourse
amongst religious scholars and activists has in
the main been contained within the geographical
      "        
and international intellectual discourses have not
 #          
being developed. Discourse on Islam, especially
that projected by the international media, primarily
        5    4
$       # " 
         "      
"      
  
at a regional and international level. I believe that
the inspiring religious tradition in Indonesia can
contribute to a growth of public discourse in which
effective and nuanced responses to gender issues
can be generated.
Indonesia has its fair share of Islamic fundamentalism
and even religious radicalism. But on the whole,
"   
         
vibrant intellectual traditions embrace diversity
of religion and cultures and advance progressive
Islamic discourse. This project tries to understand
the development of progressive Islamic discourse
 "          
 
 "      #   
roles in shaping a societal landscape that empowers
   
    
sphere.
        
particularly youth, it was intended that the research
would be presented in a one-hour documentary
# $#      
such as the history, culture, education system and
socio-political landscape of the country. It would
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demonstrate the relationship between Muslim
women and general Islamic discourses, and their
  "         
of “Indonesian Islam” in terms of how religion
engaged with culture, politics and the lived realities
of people, particularly girls and women. It would
focus on a few personalities, both male and female,
 6  "   
"  #     
    "   
    "  
This paper is in three parts; i) a description of the
methodology of research, including interviews
with progressive Muslim scholars and activists ii)
the historical and cultural context of Indonesia,
particularly in relation to the development of the
"    *
#    
challenges and wider impacts.
Methodology
The project was carried out between July 2011
and the same month the following year. It focused
primarily on the island of Java, since this is the
dominant site for progressive Islamic discourse.
The research was carried out through personal
observation of the daily lives of Indonesians, interviews with activists and scholars, observing me      & 
and newspapers, following programs such as the
9 (      
few cities, short stays with a few resource persons
to better understand local contexts, and reading
materials written by scholars and researchers.
During the process I sought to establish closer
            
groups of interest as well as to develop on-theground understanding of the politico-religious
landscape. Filming was carried out during events
of interest, such as Hari Raya, the Muslim religious
 :     #     
include religious scholars, public intellectuals, women
   
   &     
of training programs.
" #   <"    
Islam” in terms of how religion engages with culture,
politics and the lived realities of its people,
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particularly girls and women. I set out to include
snapshots of participant observation such as the
bahthul mathail (an annual event whereby a debate
          
     *    &
9
    '(
During interviews with scholars and activists such
!=   >  !
   (       5  
"         
 

and personal stories which shed light on issues
such as the history of Indonesia, the early spread
 "      #  
left a great impact in the development of progressive
   
    
?   #    
three phases i.e. i) shooting ii) editing iv) conversion.
The shooting was carried out primarily through
<  +    @      +#  
    
 AEE + 
    5       
9 HK          
paper, editing was in the process of completion.
Indonesian Historical and Cultural Context
Indonesia has a population of around 210 million,
of whom almost 90 percent are Muslims. In contrast
    !=   
      Q  (   
Malang, asserts that the wide distribution of
Islam throughout Indonesia was not carried out
         =#
   
  Wali Songo (the nine
 *   H  )R   *     
!=       
  UEEH5    
Islam widely. The main reason why Wali Songo
succeeded was due to its soft approach in engaging
local cultures. The Saints saw themselves not only
    #          
     #      
= =  V  %    
to be independent agents and to free themselves
from the tyranny of oppressive Sultans. He taught
the concept of “Tauhid,” that is, the Oneness of
God, and that human beings should only worship
and be subservient to God, and not to other
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human beings. He introduced the term masyarakat
             
  <    @ 
the imposed notion that people were slaves to rulers. The saints deployed a great deal of wisdom.
?    =  Y 
  hibit Muslims from eating beef in order to respect
the Hindu majority; this tradition is still practiced.
$          
one generation to another, has helped to create a
more tolerant society.
!=       >5=Q("
    '( $   &   
   
    
part of the Muslim identity in Indonesia. Sunyoto
rejects any move to curb the practice of local
cultures in the name of religion, asserting that,
“If you say that local cultures are not Islamic, then
you are actually accusing God of being unjust”.
$    &  "   
  '(      )   
      & *  
 # "     K   =    
inception of “Pancasila” in 1945. Pancasila is a
philosophical foundation for Indonesia which
includes the promotion of ideas around nationalism,
justice, equality, humanity, and religious tolerance.
Q '(       
promoting Pancasila and maintaining the moderate
and tolerant nature of Muslim societies in the
country. They reject the notion of an Islamic state
or the implementation of hudud, the classical
Islamic criminal law.
Muhammadiyah focuses on carrying out reform
within the Muslim community by engaging with
modernity through activities such as building
modern schools and clinics, and also by rejecting
syncretism, which is deemed un-Islamic. The reformist
   2  2       = 


    
   5  
 
 #\Y
Open forms of Islam were later promoted by
#   ! '       
         (  
Paramadina, and the intellectual activist Dawam
Rahardjo.
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'(            
approach and embraces existing local cultural
  ?     
  
Rahman Wahid, was a staunch defender of what
he terms “Indonesian Islam,” that was tolerant
and respected diversity of religion and culture
as well as diversity of thought. He also showed a
great concern for protecting the rights of minorities
    & 
    #  # 
cultural activists and public intellectuals have
contributed to progressive discourse. These include
\ ' )   *=#  
(leader of Muhammadiyah), Goenawan Muhammad
)     * 5     '  ) 
and religious personality) and Musdah Mulia
(woman scholar). They advocated for a more
intellectually vibrant education system, moderation
and tolerance of diversity of cultures and diversity
of opinion, and for a more humanist Islam that
     ^  Y  )A_U`+A`Ek*
a woman from an aristocrat family who was
exposed to Western education, put forward feminist
     
     
in an era where patriarchy, feudalism and autocracy
  \    
           

  
   "   
  #        
especially by university students and activists, is
  4         
       z{ 4     Islamic
Thinking, Discontent: The Diary of Ahmad Wahib can
be considered a great legacy towards the growth
        $     
    ^         
understanding religion. It is widely read and has
inspired many contemporary progressive scholars
and activists.
Prof. Dr. Quraish Shihab and Dr. Nasaruddin
(  
   
  "  = (   )("'*   
high positions, are also among the contemporary
Muslim scholars who show concern for gender
$    
activists, university students and their lectures are
available on the Internet.
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   = "  "   )""'*
(established in 1960), plays an important role in
producing human resources that are intelligent,
creative and innovative, and that treasure Islamic
values while embracing modernity and Indonesian
identity. The university promotes diversity of thought
amongst its students and strives to integrate
        #    

  "           
       "    # 
            ("' 
K !&  & K !Y 
Hidayat.
! =   A``_'   
          (  
Paramadina. The institution promotes freedom
of thought and adopts a comprehensive, holistic,
rational, critical-analytical and methodological
approach in responding to issues faced by
contemporary societies. Numerous classes and
forum discussions are open to the public, thus
enabling the general people to participate and
engage in vibrant intellectual discourse.
$      ("' 
(  K      
      '(        
in developing jurisprudence that corresponds with
the needs of contemporary society. Its Bahtsul
        ulama hold extensive
debates on a variety of issues such as on Islam
and nationalism, the legal system and also on ritual
matters, plays an important role not only in the
enrichment of jurisprudence itself, but in encouraging
healthy debates and respecting diversity of opinion
  
 
      
the young. Traditional religious institutions, namely
the pesantrens (Islamic boarding schools) also play
   #      
     
moderate and tolerant Islam. Pesantrens are generally
       '(     
runs “modern” schools.
" A`_z Kz"    =  
for Pesantren and Community Development, was
formed to engage in human rights and sociocultural issues, focusing on economic matters,
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health, environment and gender. Many P3M activists
        & 
         
 
   
  %     
  
     &   
2 )H  5  "   
 "    4   2 *     
activists such as the renowned Muslim woman
activist Lies Marcoes and Kiyai Husein Muhammad,
a traditional religious scholar who has written
           "   
   
   " 
The above historical and cultural context is important
     % &    
progressive Islam in Indonesia.
Issues, Challenges and Impacts
of Progressive Islam
This section focuses on issues, challenges and
impacts of progressive Islam. It provides brief
 #       &   
individual intellectuals and activists.
i) Jaringan Islam Liberal ( JIL) and Ulil Abshar
Abdalla
(             
     &  V   "  > 
)V">* )>  "  ' *     EEA
JIL promotes progressive and liberal ideas such
as freedom of thought and religious pluralism.
      &   #    "     
Despised by conservatives but welcomed by those
          
amongst the young, JIL has acquired iconic status,
including among some young people who disagree
 V">   2 
Wahid, who remained consistent in his support
for freedom of speech. He in fact collaborated
  &     
     
        
and is well versed in both classical and modern
discourses in Islamic and Western thought. In
2010, he tried to contest the position of head of
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'(     ^      
his liberal views, he remains quite popular among
young intellectuals who wish to have a more critical
discourse.
         <  
rationality” that encompasses the ability to discern
teachings that are conducive to the wider good.
With that religious rationality, society will evolve
       
the basic principles of the religion. He is optimistic
that liberal views in Islam will be more widely
accepted as many things that were regarded as
too liberal and were rejected earlier have been
slowly accepted, such as the wearing of “Western”
clothes.
JIL was formed by young activists who were
6          #
K    =&   
   
 A`_E   %     &   
Islamic law on inheritance, in which males receive
the bigger share. He used his religious rationality
to interpret religious texts to correspond to the
changing context.
(           
between Islam and the state. He believes that one
      "       
(ie. after the fall of Suharto) is how to achieve a
proportional relationship between religion and
politics, between Islam and the state, between
religious morality and ethics and universal ethics
based on human rights and the state constitution.
His concern relates to the implementation of
shariah in the country and he critiques the impact
of implementing classical shariah in the modern
world without the proper reinterpretation. He
believes that if the state wants to implement classical
shariah in modern societies, then it must subject
the Islamic law to reinterpretation, criticism, and
 \  #   % 
their wisdom and religious rationality, and thus
constantly evolve. People will continue to dialogue
with religious texts in order to provide answers to
their contemporary situations, which are becoming
more complex by the day.
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ii) Rahima
2  H  5  "   
 "    4   2      
  Kz     
   &  
2000, a year before the inception of JIL. While
JIL focuses primarily on promoting liberal ideas at
   2   
concern is the empowerment of women from the
Islamic perspective, with grassroots women as its
main target audience. Hence, Rahima has to adopt
more progressive positions in its effort to provide
     
    
    
     "   
reproductive health.
In its early years, Rahima focused on advocating
              

       pesantren community.
It later reached out to wider groups such as state
religious schools and their teachers, religious
    
   & 
university students and NGOs.
In 2010, Rahima launched a seminar on “The Future
 9 ( > @$<9 ( @
program can be considered as a bold and radical
movement. This is a pilot project and the participants
are pioneers; it is thus understandable that they may
     #       
 \   
    
the program will empower women to participate
   +           
the public as well as strengthen their advocacy
 
iii) Kiyai Husein Muhammad

       
  2      
Muslim scholar by the name of Kiyai Husein
Muhammad. He studied in local pesantren and
     & (   
5 \  
    
conservative views on Islam until he was exposed
       
   
P3M. The discussions on gender troubled his
conscience, for he began to question the long-held
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classical position of women being inferior to
men. He then re-read the religious texts from the
perspective of justice and equality, and concluded
that a more progressive understanding needs to
    #      
faced in contemporary society, especially by women
and children. His familiarity with the classical
religious texts, understanding of gender and
human rights issues and critical analysis is a
great contribution to the growth of progressive
religious discourse in Indonesia. Some of his
writings have been translated into other languages,
 #    "          
international communities.
$           
Muhammad shows support for gender issues and
support for the empowerment of women. He has
      ^ 
in Islam.
iv) Prof. Dr. Musdah Mulia
K  !      #
  
obtain a doctorate degree in Islamic political
   " =(  V
in 1997, and she was an advisor to the Ministry of
2   =   9
  
    '(\    
exposed her to the lived realities of Indonesian
society, particularly the needs of women and children.
=          +
rights issues related to gender, sexual orientation
and freedom of religion.
She has been involved in the preparation and
submission of the Counter Legal Draft of the
Compilation of Islamic Law in 2004, which proposed
for a revised law that upheld democracy, pluralism,
human rights and gender equality in the context
of Indonesian society. Known as a vocal scholar,
Musdah Mulia has not minced words in expressing
  
     
and even Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
)>:Q$*  =          
such as reformist Muslim women, Islam and gender
equality and women in politics. Women activists
   K ! 
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  %   
   
and scholars.
v) Masriyah Amva
'          
leader who ran a pesantren    
demise, she was concerned about the possibility
of the school being closed down. Her despair
later turned into courage and conviction in
ensuring its survival. Her strong faith in God, and
with guidance and moral support from Kiyai
Husein Muhammad, meant she found the courage
to lead the school herself. She is now amongst the
very few women to be the head of a pesantren.
Kiyai Husein Muhammad believes that by having
a good understanding of gender equality, it will
be much easier for a person to understand other
human rights issues such as respecting cultural and
religious diversity. He thus not only helped Nyai
Masriyah to have a good understanding of gender
issues, but also interfaith issues. Together they engage
with other religious groups such as visiting churches and
dialoguing with the Christian community.
While Prof. Dr. Musdah Mulia is a nationally
and internationally-renowned scholar who writes
%         
 
rights, gender equality and religious freedom, Nyai
   
 # 
 
who inspires and empowers her students by her
courage and resilience. She is living proof that
a woman can be a good leader of a traditional
religious institution and is well respected in her
community.
General Observations
My stay in Indonesia was very refreshing and
inspiring. I considered myself very privileged to be
able to witness the vibrant intellectual discourse
there. Young activists and university students,
including those who focus on Islamic issues, are

          
progressive discourse, informed by local and
   $   

and interest in engaging in debates is something
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to be envied by Malaysians. People in Indonesia
are generally open and respectful of diversity of
opinion. Most Indonesian communities are still
deeply rooted in their own cultures and pesantren
education has also taught them to be humble,
cooperative, respectful and articulate in expressing
   #%   = )= *
came about, and on the fundamental difference
between Syiah and Sunni, emerged during this study.
     
about Shiites, academics and activists can openly
         
There are also some traditional scholars who come
in support of Syiah and declare publicly that Syiah
is not deviant from Islam.
  "  ^  
         
the people. Rampant corruption is a particular
      $    
expect little of government, and instead, to adopt
an independent spirit and venture into new terrain
with a strong sense of camaraderie. Many people
     ^   
engage with local communities in order to bring
           $
>   H9 V 
9   $         
many small arts groups in different parts of
"   %  $ & V 
Fashion Carnival, an international-level event

 V     
example.
There is a more relaxed attitude in male-female
relationships in Indonesia than in Malaysia. Perhaps
this is because it is an agrarian society where men
 
      
 # =      %   
women as “the source of , or evil” is not the
            
together at a comfort level similar to that of family
members, rather than exuding a constant fear of
“being seduced by the other sex”. In some pesantrens,
          
without any separators. The girls may even laugh
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^        
curtains separating males and females. In certain
sections of some mosques, men and women can
even be seen praying side by side. There are less
hang-ups about the issue of women wearing
hijab in the mosques. This goes also for religious
classes that are open to the public participation,
   K   (   = 
 
         
from anyone present, including the lecturer who
    % : 
       pesantrens. In fact,
in their leadership trainings, they are not only
              
in public, but they are also taught on human
relationships and team building. Women conduct
choirs and conduct the singing of the national
anthem, even in the religious gatherings held by
'(
?     " #    "     
    
     
"   9 "   
by Indonesian friends on religious issues are often
 +              
perspective and articulated in a humorous and
relaxed manner. The posts show their deep level
           #  
engaging with others and in expressing their views.
Conclusion
It is hoped that this research, and the forthcoming
documentary, will contribute to wider understanding
of gender issues. It is also hoped that learning about
progressive Islam in Indonesia will inspire some,
especially youth, to bring about transformative
social change in their own communities. More
importantly, hopefully women will feel empowered
to question and challenge some of the discrimination
             #
in the name of Islam, including in the arenas of
domestic violence, marital rape, and child marriage.
Other countries, particularly Muslim societies, could
   # "    %  
     6 
and continue to contribute to the intellectual
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diversity of Islamic thought and scholarship as
well as gender mainstreaming in Indonesia.
Possible future research could focus on the
development of the female ulama program.
It would be interesting to study the impact of the
program on the respective communities of each
participant. It would also be interesting to follow
the progressive Islamic discourse that continues to be
   
 "   +  
   %    
Indonesian models of engagement and discourse
on culture and religion may also offer a model for
a more women-friendly society.
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